Banking model of education - Wikipedia

Banking model of education (Portuguese: modelo bancário de educação) is a term used by Paulo Freire to describe and critique the traditional education system. The name refers to the method of students as containers into which educators put knowledge. Freire argued that this model redefines a lack of critical thinking and knowledge ownership in students, which in turn...

Jenkins on Participatory Culture - New Learning Online

A growing body of scholarship suggests potential benefits of these forms of participatory culture, including opportunities for peer-to-peer learning, a changed attitude toward intellectual property, the diversification of cultural expression, the development of skills valued in the modern workplace, and a more empowered conception of citizenship.

Student-centered learning - Wikipedia

Student-centered learning, also known as learner-centered education, broadly encompasses methods of teaching that shift the focus of instruction from the teacher to the student. In original usage, student-centered learning aims to develop learner autonomy and independence by putting responsibility for the learning path in the hands of students by imparting to them, and the...

FIVE EDUCATIONAL PHILOSOPHIES Introduction

Rather than “teaching as banking,” in which the educator deposits information into students’ heads, Freire saw teaching and learning as a process of inquiry in which the child must invent and reinvent the world. For social reconstructionists and critical theorists, curriculum focuses on student experience and taking social action on real problems, such as violence, hunger, international...

Self-Directed Learning (SDL): A Brief Comprehensive

Another helpful self-directed learning instructional model is that proposed by Gagné (1991, 1994), designated as Staged Self-Directed Learning (SSDL) model, which outlines how teachers can promote self-directed learning in their students (Merriam et al, 2007).
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Culturally Responsive Teaching and The Brain: Promoting

When the teacher really gets tuned into a student’s culture and ethnic identity as described in Culturally Responsive Teaching and the Brain, the teacher forms a partnership with the student that does more than just jack them up; it actually facilitates the growth of the student’s neuroplasticity (brain cell connections).

Introduction to Curriculum Development in Nursing

Freire (1975/2019) views education as a process of conscientization, the development of critical awareness of one’s social reality through reflection and action, and curriculum as the & Lyter, 2003), often extending to include matters of race, culture, and sexuality. In descriptions of these education and learning approaches, Freire teaching and learning culture

"A is for Angicos," a new documentary by filmmaker Catherine Murphy, looks back at the pioneering work of Brazilian educator Paulo Freire.

a new doc highlights paulo freire’s early vision of ‘education as a tool for transformation’ filmmaker says

After a professional development session for my teacher education program, I met with my supervisor to express a concern about a required program

Freire teaching and learning culture

Cultural differences and cultural in the latino freedom movement

Catalan learners: its called ‘Tandem Cultural’ and it connects newcomers with speakers while enjoying cultural activities - for free.

how teaching indigenous students about culture and history is turning lives around

Na Li, Xiaojian Zhang and Maria Limouis offer tips to counter the hidden cultural and social factors that reduce acceptance of virtual learning environments, based on their research

how does national culture affect the adoption of learning technology?

Fora de Suíça Bulles Felipe Hinopara, pictured here speaking at the reception following the event, delivered the 2021 Hispanic Heritage Month Speaks-Warner Lecture titled "

Felipe hinopina discusses religion and radicalism in the latino freedom movement

Catalan learners: its called ‘Tandem Cultural’ and it connects newcomers with speakers while enjoying cultural activities - for free.

Loving you? want to learn catalan? Omnium’s ‘tandem cultural’ could be for you

In the light of the Great Resignation phenomenon when over a third of people are considering quitting their jobs at an alarming rate, many corporations are reevaluating their learning cultures and organizations change their learning strategies in the light of ‘the great resignations’ phenomenon

Professors and doctoral students don’t usually think of academia as a workplace. Outside of the obvious exceptions, such as the laboratory sciences, much of our writing and research is solitary. More

how to begin fixing workplace culture for graduate students

The plaque acknowledges the criticism that Rhodes has attracted “in his day and ever since”. This criticism is ongoing with Oxford professors amongst some calling for reevaluating their learning cultures and...

the west can learn much from china but it needs to learn it fast if it doesn’t want to be surpassed culturally and economically

The women who light fires for LaF say abuse is part of department culture and reporting it can be “career-ending.”

women firefighters for city of la say harassment and retaliation keep them quiet about abuse

Jane Lopust, Senior Bus Safety Manager at Transport for London, has been pivotal in the development of and culture shift around bus safety. When we have these incidents, how do we learn from them

delivering a culture shift in bus safety throughout london

Firm’s venture with ex-Topps Garlier manager will launch in Hollywood in 2022, in person and online

piereson and simon fuller join forces to set up academy of pop

October is LGBTIQ History Month, a time when the Vanderbuilt community comes together to celebrate the history of lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, queer and intersex individuals, and the history of

k.c. potter center honors legacy of LGBTQ+ support at vanderbilt; learn about available resources

National Geographic Learning, a Cengage Group brand, today announced they have entered a long-term partnership with the Egyptian Ministry of Education, providing grade 4-6 curriculum to nearly seven national geographic learning partners with the egyptian ministry of education, bringing the classroom to the world’s

programmatically and culturally the classroom to the world’s seven million learners

Those who knew Joseph Grasso, Sr, can testify that he was the type of person who left an impression. When news began to spread about his passing on October 9, many flooded social media communities and The Newstowner.

remembering joseph grasso: a man who inspired his students, peers, and community

Recent studies show that 53% of first-year students reported a substantial increase in mental and emotional exhaustion. Inside Higher Ed reported that 30% of students noted increased depression, 27% 

University of washington: uw resiliency lab aims to change campus culture toward compassion and mindfulness

A UNC system Mental Health First Aid system is training students and others on campus to be more aware of someone in need of help.

students, faculty and others to connect unc students to mental health resources

Sexuality within the deaf and hard of hearing community has always been a fascinating subject. It is shown anecdotally that there is a proportionally larger population of LGBTIQ+ identifying deaf and

national geographic learning partners with the egyptian ministry of education, bringing the classroom to the world’s nearly 7 million learners

Jane Lupust, Senior Bus Safety Manager at Transport for London, has been pivotal in the development of and culture shift around bus safety. When we have these incidents, how do we learn from them

Jane Lupust, Senior Bus Safety Manager at Transport for London, has been pivotal in the development of and culture shift around bus safety. When we have these incidents, how do we learn from them

Delphi: A one-size-fits-all approach to teaching is an outdated concept, with personalized learning being key to achieving excellence and happiness in personalized learning is the way forward, educators say at qf event

When University of Michigan professor Bright Sheng was a young boy in China, the Manist Cultural Revolution nearly destroyed his ability to hone his musical talents. After revolutionsaries had seized

Michigan professor survives cultural revolution, succumbs to campus weaknesses

Dale Johnson presents a framework to help institutions decide where to focus their efforts in the use of digital systems and resources to enable student success

a framework for building capacity in digital teaching and learning

Through acts of reconciliation, support, and planning, School District 19 is making strides towards improving Indigenous education. Revelstoke schools are teaching equity and Indigenous ways of

every child matters’; revelstoke school board lays out plan for indigenous learning

The Communist party of China is often chastised in the global arena as its rising power is seen as a threat to world peace. But could China teach the Western world some important lessons?

the west can learn much from china but it needs to learn it fast if it doesn’t want to be surpassed culturally and economically

How does national culture affect the adoption of learning technology?

For social reconstructionists and critical theorists, curriculum focuses on student experience and taking social action on real problems, such as violence, hunger, international...
**bodenhamer alumna brazle wins national german teaching award**

The Osher Lifelong Learning Institute at the University of Arkansas is seeking instructors and course proposals for the spring 2022 term.

The Osher Lifelong Learning Institute seeks instructors and course proposals for spring.

Territorium, the Young Peoples Project, and The Math Door will develop and pilot a math literacy curriculum and formal “Math Literacy Worker” certification program for high school students in Broward.

Territorium partners with the Young Peoples Project and the Math Door to create math literacy curriculum for students of Title 1 schools.

In parts of Texas, classrooms have become more quiet and cautious as a result of the new laws. But in one Austin class, they’ve sparked conversations.

“Can I teach that?” Teachers confront new Texas laws limiting teaching about race.

Irina Gonzalez is teaching her son to embrace the beauty and diversity that exists within the Latinx community, not the stereotypes she was exposed to in her own childhood.

I’m reconciling my culture’s worst attributes to raise a feminist son.

There’s just one statewide requirement for students to graduate high school in Colorado: To learn about the history, culture and social contributions of Indigenous, Black, and Latino people. Some say.

Colorado students aren’t supposed to graduate without learning about indigenous history and culture. Are they?

With so many colleges to choose from (nearly 250 in Pennsylvania alone), it’s important to look for a community of active learners — somewhere you can think deeply and act boldly. Here are five.

Five traits of a college that makes you think deeply and act boldly.

“I’m not just here to make them learn English, I want them to be bilingual or multilingual. So remembering that their language and their roots are so important.”

Milwaukee ESL teacher helps students learn English and keep them connected to their own cultures.

Meisha Ross-Porter was joined by city legislators in unveiling the initiative at The Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture in Manhattan.

NYC to overhaul teaching of black history in schools.

BTS have shared a clip from their New York meet-up with Megan Thee Stallion, where they spoke about potentially collaborating again.

BTS and Megan Thee Stallion talk about possibly doing “another song” together.

While many language schools are aimed at teaching Czech students, Language Atelier is focused on teaching foreigners a variety of languages.

Prague-based language teacher: “Learning Czech can open up a whole new world.”

As the normative commitments of the discipline meet practical demands, academics are opening up their scope of inquiry.